Raking the Ashes:

Genealogical Strategies
for Pre-1906 San Francisco
Research
NEW ! $25

This highly praised guide to circumventing the enormous record loss in the 1906 San Francisco earthquake
and ﬁre has been substantially updated and expanded
to include newly released records and necessary information on post-earthquake resources. This handbook
is a must have for researching San Francisco ancestors, providing invaluable guidance on which records
were lost in 1906, which records survived, and where
to ﬁnd them. Sources are clearly identiﬁed and evaluated, while graphics, statistics, and historical background enrich the text. Not limited to San Francisco,
Peterson’s solutions for working around lost records
will be especially welcomed by researchers wherever
natural disasters have destroyed historical documents.
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San Francisco Deaths
1865 - 1905:

San Francisco Probate
1906 - 1942:

Published 2010
$39/volume

Published 2010
$38/volume

Abstracts from Surviving
Civil Records

Now, for the ﬁrst time, an index is available to all San
Francisco civil death records known to have survived
the 1906 earthquake and ﬁre. This four volume set,
with over 96,000 records, presents the names of the
deceased alphabetically by surname and then ﬁrst
name. The sources for this information are several
ledgers containing death registers and indexes to
death registers, six months of death certiﬁcates and a
coroner’s register. The original ledgers are housed at
the San Francisco Department of Public Health. Films
of 8 of the ledgers are available at CGS’s Library,
the San Francisco Public Library, and the Salt Lake
City Family History Library. CGS photographed and
indexed an additional two ledgers.

Register of Actions

These books provide for the ﬁrst time in print, an
index to the 108,898 names in the registers of San
Francisco probate actions from 1906 to 1942. The
index is presented in two volumes. Information
was extracted from 179 volumes, each containing
500 pages. Included are 108,998 names, aliases and
minors names representing over 85,500 probates and
guardianship proceedings. This
index is invaluable for browsing
copies of the registers available at
ancestry.com.

A Most Dreadful Earthquake $15

California Genealogical Society
2201 Broadway, Suite LL2
Oakland, CA 94612 - 3031

This unique book, based on the correspondence of a young San
Francisco woman, graphically describes the sights of the city
and gives details of everyday life in the chaos of those first days
after the 1906 earthquake.

The Ancestry of Theodore Timothy Judge
and Ellen Sheehy Judge: Including the Families of

Boland, Roussel, Harman, McMurphy, Kelley, Bohane,
Chapin, Freiermuth, Taylor, Moore and Farneman

$25

This book is a family history written about Theodore
Timothy “Ted” Judge who died in Cupertino, California,
June 11, 2008 and his late wife, Ellen Sheehy Judge.

California Surname Index: Biographies From
Selected Histories $32

presents a unique collection
of books to help you discover
family members who left their
mark in San Francisco.

This book provides an integrated index to more than
18,000 biographical sketches of early Californians named
in 42 historical works in California Genealogical Society’s
George R. Dorman Collection.

Index to San Francisco Marriage Returns
1850-1858 $16
This book presents a compilation of some of San
Francisco’s earliest marriage returns.

San Francisco, California: I.O.O.F. Crematory
Records $20

This book provides and index to approximately 10,000
previously unpublished cremation records of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows, dating primarily from
1895 to 1911. are indexed.

San Francisco Probate Index 1880-1906: A
Partial Reconstruction $15

More than 10,000 names in pre-1906 San Francisco records from a variety of sources have been compiled and
indexed.
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This publication is an index listing nearly 6,000 people’s
names found in previously unpublished records of San
Francisco’s Odd Fellows Columbarium.

TIME VALUED

San Francisco, California: Columbarium
Records 1847-1980 $20

Ordering is easy!
Go to CaliforniaAncestors.org and
click on the Publications tab.

